HV value. Though we observe a better variation of the solution, the overall distribution is still poor. The plots in decision space are three dimensional projections. Though most solutions appear to be on the Pareto set, they are in fact far away as can be seen in the respective plots in the image space. HV value. This method is capable of finding some Pareto optimal solutions, but the distribution is still poor. Table 1 presents the performance indicator values (D 2 and HV) and the ratio of feasible solutions for Eq-DTLZ4 with different number of objectives and equality constraints for a long run (1,000,000 functions evaluations). 
Experimental design, materials, and methods
We have selected six state-of-the-art MOEAs in order to test the proposed benchmark. For all experiments we use the PlatEMO framework [2] , where we have executed 30 independent runs of the following MOEAs: NSGA-II, NSGA-III, Adaptive NSGA-III, MOEA/D/D, GDE3 and PPS; using 50, 000, 100, 000 and 150, 000 function calls for MOPs with M ¼ 3; and using 200, 000, 300, 000 and 500, 000 function calls for MOPs with M ¼ 4. For the long run, we execute all the selected MOEAs for 1,000,000 function evaluations for Eq-DTLZ4 with different number of objectives and constraints We have selected six state-of-the-art MOEAS in order to test the proposed benchmark. For all experiments we use the PlatEMO framework [2] , where we have executed 30 independent runs of the following MOEAs: NSGA-II, NSGA-III, Adaptive NSGA-III, MOEA/D/D, GDE3 and PPS; using 50, 000, 100, 000 and 150, 000 function calls for MOPs with M ¼ 3; and using 200, 000, 300, 000 and 500, 000 function calls We set f ¼ 0:05; if the p value of the test is less than f then we reject the null hypothesis, which is that the sample data from each group comes from the same distribution, for more details see Ref. [1] .
